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Securitisation: a regulatory overkill?

o The European Commission Green paper on the long term financing of the European economy 
indicates that “Reshaping the securitisation markets could help unlock additional sources of long term 
finance”, but also “can help financial institutions to free up capital” and enable deleveraging by reducing 
balance sheet usage. 

o Indeed, Securitisation provides stable and non-recourse term funding, in complement to recourse funding 
raised through covered bonds: Securitisation is just a financing technique that simply distributes the risk 
of the assets comprising the securitised portfolio through tranching, but does not create additional credit 
risk. 

o European securitisations have performed well through the crisis to deliver: 
o An efficient no recourse financing tool for issuers and their customers
o A diverse, low risk, high quality investment for investors

Senior tranches are key to the financing of the European economy 
across retail and corporates activities, yet an uninterrupted flux of 
current and forthcoming regulations has built up to deter European 
investors to invest in senior tranches across banks, insurance, 
pension funds and regulated funds:

 BCBS236: Revisions to the Basel Securitisation Framework
 Basel III: Liquidity Ratios (LCR and NSFR) / Leverage Ratio
 Basel 2.5 / CRD 3: Treatment of securitisation in the trading 

Book 
 Solvency II: Punitive Capital Treatment of investment in (senior) 

ABS tranches
 European Money Market Reform: Article 7 prevents MMF to 

invest in some ABS

CRD
3

Uninterrupted deluge of regulations
for banks, insurance, funds
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Summary Appraisal of BCBS CP 236: Industry Observations 

Proposed BCBS framework eliminates securitisation as a viable tool for banks to provide financing: 

 Regulatory weightings of securitised assets are multiples of same assets portfolio held directly

 Conservative structures and quality underlying assets most heavily penalized

 Security provided by credit enhancement widely ignored

 Economic incentives for securitisation removed

Proposed models fail to achieve their purpose:

 Multiple levels of regulatory add-ons lead to indiscriminate penalties

 Risk sensitivity removed 

 Cliff effects not removed and wide differences between various proposed methods

 High penalties inflicted on external ratings also extend to banks’ internal models (IAA)

Assumptions biased:

 Relative performances of securitisations and underlying assets ignored

 Recent enhancement measures ignored (alignment of interest, enhanced reporting, rating models

Likely consequences:

 Cliff effect or grandfathering on existing assets ?

 Full recourse secured debt increased (covered bonds): systemically preferable ?

 Assets back on bank balance sheet / loss of funding sources and/ asset diversification

 Unsecured or more primitive receivables funding for corporates         
6



US Implementation of Basel III vs BCBS 236

Sources:  US Department of Treasury, July 2nd Regulatory Capital rules & BCBS236 consultation paper published on December, 18th 2012  

 On July 2nd, the US published the US regulatory Capital rules for the implementation of Basel 
3:  the Risk-weighted Assets for Securitization Exposures set out in paragraph H highlights the 
different approaches retained to calculate the Risk-weighted Asset Amounts for Securitization 
Exposures 

 The following table provides an indicative comparative summary of the charges for securitised 
exposures between the US regime finalised on July 2nd 2013 and the proposed Basel regime 
set out in the BCBS 236 consultation paper set out earlier on December 18th, 2012. 
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BCBS 236 Proposals affect high quality securitisation

The BCBS 236 proposals affect disproportionally high quality 
securitisation of assets held by banks:

 The MSFA boosts the capital for high quality assets by a much 
larger multiple than for low quality assets 

 The RRBA which is calibrated on the MSFA deters bank investors 
by assigning higher Risk Weights to senior tranches than would 
apply if they hold the underlying portfolios under the Standardised 
Approach

 The SSFA sets post securitisation multiple at 2.5 times the 
standardised pool risk weights, prior to adjustments for delinquency 
and floors  

BCBS 236 does not take into account critical qualitative 
factors which explain the superior performance of European 
securitised assets during the crisis. These are:

 High quality origination mostly by banks which historically retain  
skin in the game as they securitised only part of  their portfolios, 

 Key features of the European mortgage market that are conducive 
to financial stability and good pool performance:

• Full recourse to borrowers, and

• High level of legal consumer protection, including strict 
laws protecting consumers from over-indebtedness. Source: Fitch Ratings; Note: Realised plus expected losses, senior 

tranches only

Senior tranches charges  are multiples of actual and expected losses 

/ BofA Merrill Lynch global research

Senior 
Tranche
Risk

Whole 
Portfolio
Risk
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The BCBS 236 proposal is to set a fixed floor at 20% RW
One may ask: 

1. How should a fixed floor be calibrated?
2. As a matter of principle, is a fixed floor justified?

 When the floor is a fixed value, it is not risk-sensitive and it provides a perverse incentive to 
securitise low quality assets (eg. weak commercial real estate, even US subprime) but not high 
quality assets.

 With a fixed floor, the proportion of risk that this floor is covering reduces as the underlying risk 
increases.

 It provides an arbitrage opportunity for banks to move into senior tranches with riskier 
underlyings, in exchange for higher yield. 

 If this becomes the strategy of a regulated bank (with risk management failings), it will actually 
increase systemic risk in the banking sector. 

  





   
   
   
   
   
   
   

The Floor: Existing Proposal
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Maturity Definition Does Not Correspond to Market Reality

 Sample data from a major bank portfolio 
(most assets were purchased before 
2007).

 The gap between Market based (WAL) 
and Basel format maturities (Final 
Maturity) will be greater for New Issue 
Transactions























   


 

Source: AFME























   


Maturity in a Blackbox
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More Technical Industry Concerns

Concerns about simplicity, continuity, 
applicability and risk-sensitivity of the 
recently BCBS proposed securitisation 
framework: 

• 20% RW floor Disconnected from Asset Risk

• Discontinuity between treatment of 
underlying loans and their securitisations

• Multiple layers of conservatism built into 
MSFA 

• Difficulties in calculation MSFA on an asset-
by-asset basis

• MSFA tranche level maturity adjustment

• Disregard for first priority claim of first pay 
tranches on pool cash flow

• Mismatch between proposed and actual 
maturity of tranches

• Highly conservative calibration of RRBA

• The mis-sized caps

• Floor level disconnected from underlying 
asset pool

• Overly broad re-securitisation definition

• Are BCBS stated objectives achieved?

A simple and 
transparent 
design:

An over-
engineered 
answer
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Does BCBS Proposed Framework Achieve its Stated Goals?

Source: BNP Paribas response to BCBS Consultative Paper 236
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OBJECTIVE
STATISTICAL 

BASIS

TRANSPARENCY REGULATORY 
CONTROL

NEUTRALITYAFA
FRAMEWORK

 BCBS 258 sets out key principles that regulation should follow: 
Risk Sensitivity, Simplicity and Comparability

 These match closely to the principles to which we have adhered in developing the 

Arbitrage Free Approach to meet BCBS 236 objectives.

MORE RISK 
SENSITIVITE

REDUCE    CLIFF 
EFFECTSBCBS 236

RISK 
SENSITIVITY

SIMPLICITY

COMPARABILITY

BCBS 258

MORE PRUDENT

MITIGATE 
RELIANCE ON

EXTERNAL 
RATINGS

AFA meets BCBS 258: 
Balancing Risk Sensitivity, Simplicity & Comparability
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BCBS 258: Risk Sensitivity

 “Ex-ante risk sensitivity: a risk-sensitive 
standard draws fine distinctions based on the 
characteristics of individual exposures or 
transactions. In the capital adequacy framework, 
this is primarily reflected in the granularity of the 
risk weights.”

 “Ex-post risk sensitivity: a standard is risk-
sensitive if, other things being equal, it can 
accurately differentiate in advance between 
different risk profiles. For a capital framework, 
this implies that it can distinguish with 
reasonable accuracy between sound banks and 
those that are likely to fail. Risk is, of course, 
unobservable; hence, this type of risk sensitivity 
can only be accurately assessed ex-post.”

RISK 
SENSITIVITY

How the AFA measures up:

 UL based: like IRBA

 Starting point – risk sensitivity of 
individual underlying exposures

 Ability to adjust capital requirements 
according to performance of 
underlying exposures and to adjust 

How the MSFA/SSFA measure up:

 MSFA based on ES and very 
conservative EL

 Conservatism of MSFA, especially for 
long maturity deals, means most deals 
are handled by caps and floors

Balancing Risk Sensitivity, Simplicity and Comparability -1-

OBJECTIVE
STATISTICAL 

BASIS

TRANSPARENCY NEUTRALITY
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BCBS 258: Simplicity

“A capital standard is simple if it is clear and can be 
understood with reasonable effort. This requires:
 Simple exposition: a simple standard is clearly expressed 

in straightforward language. It is easily explained to banks to 
which it is meant to apply, as well as to other groups with a 
legitimate interest, such as market analysts.

 Simple interpretation: a simple standard is precise and 
unambiguous: it avoids imprecise terms that are capable of 
widely divergent interpretations.

A capital calculation process is simple if it requires:
 Simple inputs: a simple standard does not require a large 

number of inputs and avoids reliance on inputs not captured 
within the normal accounting or risk management systems of 
banks (ie, the inputs are subject to internal or external 
validation so the data called for is more readily accessible, 
better understood, and more reliable).

 Simple calculations: a simple standard can be calculated 
without the need for the use of highly advanced mathematical 
and statistical concepts, avoids iterative calculations, and can 
be easily verified by external parties such as supervisors or 
auditors.”

How the AFA measures up:

 Makes a single transparent modification to 
existing models: adding  to reflect higher 
correlation in the securitisation pool 
relative to bank balance  sheet 

 Several transparent adjustments for 
maturity, granularity and model risk

 Supervisory verification and control over 
new input 

How the MSFA/SSFA measure 
up:

 MSFA complex approach with multiple 
levels of approximation

 SSFA super-simple formula but ad hoc 
stand alone approach unrelated to 
standard Basel tools for understanding 
credit risk SIMPLICITY

Balancing Risk Sensitivity, Simplicity and Comparability -2-

OBJECTIVE
STATISTICAL 

BASIS

TRANSPARENCY NEUTRALITY
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COMPARABILITY

BCBS 258: Comparability

A capital framework achieves perfect 
comparability if it delivers:

 Comparability between banks: two banks with 
portfolios having identical risk profiles apply the 
framework’s rules and arrive at the same amount 
of risk-weighted assets and two banks with 
different risk profiles should produce risk numbers 
that are different proportionally to the differences 
in risk.

 Comparability over time: a bank’s risk-weighted 
assets do not change over time if the underlying 
risks remain unchanged, and change 
proportionally when risks do change.

 Comparable information: any differences in risk-
weighted assets across banks, jurisdictions and 
over time can be understood and explained.

How the AFA measures up:

 Neutrality means that banks holding 
essentially similar on and off-balance sheet 
risks will have similar capital.

 Unified framework of AFA and SAFA permits 
consistency across banks with different 
information (originators or investors).

How the MSFA/SSFA measure up:

 Highly non-neutral approach means banks 
with underlying pool will hold much less 
capital than a bank holding securitisation 
tranche.

Balancing Risk Sensitivity, Simplicity and Comparability -3-

OBJECTIVE
STATISTICAL 

BASIS

TRANSPARENCY NEUTRALITY
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OBJECTIVE STATISTICAL 
BASIS 

Capital for securitisation exposures should be based on their
marginal contribution to a single, widely accepted statistical
measure of the bank’s total portfolio risk.

NEUTRALITY
Apart from model risk charges, the capital a Bank must hold
against a set of assets should be unaffected by packaging these
assets into securities.

REGULATORY CONTROL

Control parameters should be available that permit regulators and
supervisors to achieve their objectives and exercise judgments in
the allocation of capital across different types of exposure. Such
parameters should reflect the economic reality of transactions so
that they could in principle be calibrated from empirical data.

TRANSPARENCY
Capital formulae should reflect in a simple way the nature of risk
and be consistent with other regulatory capital approaches to
facilitate comparisons and to promote transparency.

Key AFA Principles: 4 Common Sense Requirements

OBJECTIVE
STATISTICAL 

BASIS

TRANSPARENCY REGULATORY 
CONTROL

NEUTRALITY

AFA
FRAMEWORK
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IRBA Capital for an loan asset:

Application of Principle 1: Objective Statistical Basis

      
Expected Loss:     

When the bank is under stress at 99.9%:
      

AFA Capital for a tranche asset:

      

Model Risk Charge =     





  

  

   


Unexpected Loss:     

Expected Loss:     

When the bank is under stress at 99.9%:
      

Model Risk Charge =     

   


Unexpected Loss:     
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The AFA is based on a simple extension of the assumption of the original 
Asymptotic Single Risk Factor model employed in Basel II:

20

ASRF (with Vasicek distribution)

AFA Concentration Factor

Application of Principle 2: Neutrality

 is an uncorrelated additional common factor and the ’s are idiosyncratic shocks.

Choosing the correlation parameters, , to take the Basel II values, ensures 
that the MVaR of a pool of such assets will equal the Basel II levels and so 
capital for all the tranches of a securitisation equals the Basel II levels for on 
balance sheet assets.

The additional common risk factor  spreads risk and capital across 
tranches in the structure in a smooth and economically well-motivated way, 
via the concentration correlation 

(1)       

(2)       

 is the Basel asymptotic single risk factor, and  the factor of a loan
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SPV Assets SPV Liabilities

Marginal 
Contribution to 

the Value at Risk 
of the Bank

Marginal 
Contribution to 
the Expected 

Loss of the Bank

Marginal 
Contribution to 
the Expected 

Loss of the Bank

Marginal 
Contribution to 

the Value at Risk 
of the BankSPVSPV

Securitisation = 
Concentrated Assets

Graphical Representation of a SPV’s Balance Sheet

Expected Loss

Model Risk Charge

No (regulatory) Loss 

Unexpected Loss

The additional common risk 
factor spreads risk and capital 

across tranches in the structure 
in a smooth and economically 

well-motivated way

M4

M3

M2

M1

S

J
M4

M3

M2

M1

S

J

Senior

Mezzanine 1

Mezzanine 2

Mezzanine 3

Mezzanine 4

Junior
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IRBA distribution (Vasicek) drives the AFA

Key input assumption: pool is concentrated

•  is the current Basel 2 systemic 
correlation

•  is an asset class specific additional 
correlation to represent the fact that the 
pool is concentrated

The implied pool correlation of the pool is:

        

The Vasicek loss distribution is used in IRBA

This Unexpected Loss (yellow surface) is the 
surface between the Vasicek stressed loss 
distribution (with Stressed PD and ) and the 
Vasicek loss distribution (PD and )

If   , then a cliff-effect appears. To avoid the 
cliff-effect, the pool of assets that is securitised 
needs to be considered as more concentrated 
than the diversified bank wide asset base








ρρρρ










ρρρρ





















Expected Loss

Model Risk Charge

No (regulatory) Loss 

Unexpected Loss

Capital Requirement

AFA



Application of Principle 3: Regulatory Control with 
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Cliff-Effect 
(Mathematical discontinuity)

No Cliff-Effect 

  

      

    
diversified concentrated
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SAFA (Simplified AFA): a Solution for RW input

Key input assumption: pool is concentrated, risk weight of pool (RW) only is known

UL (yellow surface) =  * 8%

The capital distribution is boosted by a proxy for regulatory expected loss.

If the regulatory expected loss is included in the SAFA (“red becomes yellow”), the capital 
distribution becomes Monotonic

The SAFA capital is distributed like in the AFA with 

The Simplified AFA (SAFA) can be used for those situations where PD or LGD of the 
underlyings are not known, eg. Standardised Approach or when RW only is known such 
as with the Slotting criteria approach in IRBA.

 

Monotone SAFASAFA

Expected Loss

Model Risk Charge

No (regulatory) Loss 

Unexpected Loss

M4

M3

M2

M1

S

J

M4

M3

M2

M1

S

J

RW = 19%

RW = 237%
RW = 518%
RW = 858%
RW = 1101%

RW = 838%

M4

M3

M2

M1

S

J

Senior

Mezzanine 1

Mezzanine 2

Mezzanine 3

Mezzanine 4

Junior

RW = 19%

RW = 237%
RW = 520%
RW = 866%
RW = 1136%

RW = 1245%

Illustration 
with Pool 
RW of 
233%
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Calibrating 

• The  parameter may be set based on regulatory judgement.

• This could be done by asset class or on some other basis.

• Importantly, because it has economic interpretation, it may also be benchmarked against data. 

• If it is believed that the allocation of capital should be done differently for short versus long 
maturity deals, , could be given a maturity dimension.

ρ ρ∗ ρ∗ ρ∗ ρ∗

Sector

Assumed 

Basel 

value

All 

regions

2000-

2012

All 

regions

2005-

2012

North 

America

2000-

2012

North 

America

2005-

2012

1. RMBS 15% 3% 6% 3% 6%

2. ABS 10% 11% 11% 12% 11%

3. Other 10% 3% 3% 2% 2%

4. PF 20% 26% 34% 26% 34%

5. CDO 20% 11% 7% 8% 4%

6. CMBS 9% 4% 4% 4% 3%

7. Structured Products 16% 10% 10% 4% 6%

Maximum Likelihood based estimates
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Capital Calculations for a CLO Using Different Formulae

 The underlying pool is typical of a European corporate transaction (SME or Leveraged 
Loans)

 Pool IRBA RW: 233%
 IRBA Model Risk Charge (6% of RW): 13.2%


     
     
     

  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

     


     

    
    
    
    









MSFA

Basel 2
IRBA

(untranched)

SFA

AFA 
(Basel 2 Arbitrage Free
& rating free Approach ) 

Expected Loss (EL)
covered by FMI -Future 
Margin Interest-
•IRBA: Yes
•AFA: Yes
•SFA: No
•MSFA: No

Unexpected Loss (UL)       
•IRBA: UL definition
•AFA: UL conservation
•SFA: UL creation
•MSFA: massive UL creation

Model Risk Charge (MRC)
•IRBA: 6% * KIRB (105 bps)
•AFA: 6% * KIRB

•SFA: 56 bps
•MSFA: 160 bps

RW STABILITY for
mezzanine tranches
•IRBA: n/a
•AFA: stable
•SFA: unstable
•MSFA: stable

ARBITRAGEABLE
•IRBA: n/a
•AFA: No (additive)
•SFA: Yes
•MSFA: Yes


























Comparative Review IRBA – SFA – MSFA  - AFA  (European Real Economy Corporates)
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MSFA Capital Creation: Impact on Corporate & Mortgage Assets 

MSFA Additional 
Capital creation:

two thirds of IRBA 
Capital

Layering of 
MSFA Additional Capital



















Portfolio 
pre-securitisation Tranched Portfolio 

 

MSFA Additional
Capital creation:

multiple of IRBA Capital

Layering of
MFSA Additional Capital

Tranched Portfolio 











Portfolio pre-securitisation  







•PD = 5%
•LGD = 55%
•M = 5 years
•KIRB =    17.58%
•MRC =    1.05% 
•CRIRB = 18.63%

•MSFA Capital Creation = 
11.98%

•MFSA Creation Ratio = 0.64

•After/Before Ratio = 1.89

•PD = 1.5%
•LGD = 20%
•M = 5 years
•KIRB =    2.60%
•MRC =  0.16%
•CRIRB = 2.76%

•MSFA Capital Creation = 
4.67%

•MSFA Creation Ratio = 1.69

•After/Before Ratio = 3.28
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SSFA in BCBS236 (Post Securitisation)

SSFA explained:

1. Define capital
Replace KIRB (including EL) by KSA

(excluding EL)
Add a delinquency add-on ‘w’

2. Consider (erroneously) capital as a 
‘first loss’

3. Add p% more capital (p=1.5 in 
BCBS236)

4. Smooth exponentially the additional 
capital

5. Add a floor (sometimes the capital 
charge is so high that the floor is never 
reached!)

SSFA

(p=150%)
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Exponential smoothing
of p% more capital

Exclude EL

Floor ?
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No (regulatory) Loss 

Unexpected Loss

Additional SSFA Capital
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The DNA of Securitisation Capital Approaches

SFA
PD, LGD

MSFA
PD, LGD

Incorrect use of 
diversified ASRF

(1st step: 
include EL1)

ERROR

tranched

(2nd step: ULP 
theory)

(3rd step: many 
theories)
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l 
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)

untranched
SPV Assets
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l 
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)

(B
C

B
S

2
3

6
)

Correct use of 
diversified ASRF: 
flat distribution  
(capital = 1st loss in 
liability side of bank 
balance sheet)

IRBA

Bank Assets

Bank Capital

Bank Debt
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To get more information on the AFA…

http://www.riskcontrollimited.com/afa_capital.html
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The information and opinions contained in this presentation have been obtained from, or are based on, public sources 
believed to be reliable and opinions and analysis have been prepared in good faith using BNP Paribas’ own calculation 
methods and models and are supplied for your information only. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is 
made that such information is accurate, complete or up to date and it should not be relied upon as such.  Information, 
analysis and opinions contained in this presentation are published for the assistance of recipients, but are not to be relied
upon as authoritative or taken in substitution for the exercise of judgement by any recipient, and are subject to change 
without notice. This presentation does not constitute a prospectus or other offering document or an offer or solicitation to 
buy or sell any securities or other investment. Any reference to past performance should not be taken as an indication of 
future performance. To the fullest extent permitted by law, no BNP Paribas group company accepts any liability whatsoever 
(including in negligence) for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of or reliance on material contained in 
this presentation. All estimates and opinions included in this presentation are made as of the date of this presentation. 
Unless otherwise indicated in this presentation there is no intention to update this presentation. BNP Paribas SA and its 
affiliates (collectively “BNP Paribas”) may, to the extent permitted by law, have acted upon or used the information 
contained herein, or the research or analysis on which it was based, before its publication. 

Information about conflicts of interest relevant to this presentation is available at the BNP Paribas Global Markets website 
at: https://globalmarkets.bnpparibas.com/fiweb/public/ResearchPolicy.html

BNP Paribas is incorporated in France with limited liability. Registered Office 16 Boulevard des Italiens, 75009 Paris. This 
presentation was produced by a BNP Paribas group company. This presentation is for the use of intended recipients and 
may not be reproduced (in whole or in part) or delivered or transmitted to any other person without the prior written consent
of BNP Paribas. By accepting this document you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations.


